Class Standing

- Freshmen
- 0-44 Credits
- College is like High school
- High school lied (unless I spoke too soon)
Major/Goal

- Aerospace Engineer
- To achieve wealth
- To work on exploration of the unknown.
Where to seek Employment

Top: Lockheed Martin Skunk Works Division.
Bottom: Moog, aircraft components manufacturer.
Favorite sports team

- None!
- Buffalo bills because of nationalism on a city scale
- pride
Poor UB, No one gives it the credit it Deserves

Positives
• Cheap
• Good engineering program
• Close to buffalo
• Part of the SUNY system

Negatives
• Built by an architectural nitwit
• Buildings act like a wood tunnel
• No close community between people
What I learned
• Knowledge of cable types
• HTML
• Domain Name system
• History of computers

What I have used so far
• Bought HDMI cables for my Monitors
• Started to create my own website
• Internet went down, checked DNS
• Sounded brilliant in front of others